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Abstract: Virtual humans (VHs) are gaining increasing attention in various fields, including games
and cultural heritage and technological contexts including virtual reality and augmented reality.
Recently, since VHs can simulate human-like behavior, VHs have been proposed as virtual assistants
(VAs) for all sorts of education and training applications, including applications focused on the
improvement of quality of life (QoL) and well-being. In this research work, we consider the quality
and efficiency of VHs implemented as part of the MyHealthWatcher project, which focuses on the
monitoring of health-related parameters of elder users to improve their QoL and self-management of
chronic conditions. To validate our hypothesis that the increased quality of the VH has a positive effect
on user satisfaction and user quality of interaction with the system, we developed and integrated
into the MyHealthWatcher system two VH variations. The first was developed with mainstream
technologies and the second was developed using a professional pipeline. The two variations
developed were assessed by representative target users through a between-subject focus group
study. The development and validation process of the two variations allowed us to draw valuable
conclusions, which are discussed in this paper.

Keywords: mHealth; eHealth; quality of life; elderly; virtual humans; virtual assistant

1. Introduction

Improving the well-being and quality of life (QoL) of the elderly population is closely
related to assisting them to effectively cope with anxiety, psychological distress, and chronic
illnesses that often coexist with aging. In this context, modular and portable devices may
provide such solutions without the need to deploy equipment in the daily environment.
This can be complemented with mobile and possibly wearable sensors, thus strengthening
the cost-effectiveness and adoption of such technologies and assisting the user even when
mobile and outdoors.

Mobile health (mHealth) monitoring solutions are discussed in the literature as a
means to assist caregivers in managing the health of older adults [1]. mHealth systems
addressing older adults target disease management (e.g., diabetes or hypertension control),
adherence to medication, psychological support, and adoption of a healthy lifestyle [2].
Approaches reported in the literature also focus on specific conditions faced by older adults,
such as Alzheimer’s disease [3], fall risk [4], or lack of physical activity [5]. Overall, solutions
addressing older adults themselves are more challenging in their design, development,
and deployment, considering the need to actively involve older adults throughout the
development lifecycle, but also privacy [6] and user acceptance aspects [7] that arise,
especially in the case of approaches involving health monitoring through the integration
of sensors.

At the same time, in the ICT domain, several approaches employ VAs to support
elders, allowing them to manage daily activities and monitor physiological parameters,
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taking advantage of new technological opportunities regarding the rendering of realistic
VHs to act as VAs. The main components of such technology are not considered a technical
challenge today for their integration in mHealth solutions, considering that modern mobile
devices comprise multi-core computing solutions with 3D rendering capacity and given
that there is a plethora of wearable devices and sensors that can operate together with the
mobile device. This paper reports on the optimization of such a solution developed in the
context of the MyHealthWatcher project. The developed system is a health monitoring
system encompassing an mHealth solution for elderly people to self-manage their general
health and a web application for their healthcare professionals and caregivers to monitor
the health status of the elderly person. The mHealth system integrates wearable devices to
acquire measurements of common vital signs (i.e., heart rate, blood oxygen level, and stress),
and a sound processing subsystem for cough detection. Particular merit has been devoted
to the design of the system in accordance with ethical and privacy concerns by design
guidelines, ensuring that the older adult remains in control of their data and who they share
them with [8]. The mobile system also features a VH who communicates results from vital
sign measurements to the elderly, as well as messages from third parties. User interaction
with the system is feasible through touch, but also through a finite set of voice commands.

The focus of this paper is on the design and development of the VH embedded in
the mobile system. We strive to achieve optimal VHs in terms of realistic appearance
and behavior, and present two different approaches that were adopted, resulting in two
VH versions. We propose that more realistic VHs in terms of appearance, motion, and
lip-synching have an impact on the overall user satisfaction with the system. Finally, we
validated our hypothesis through the organization of two focus groups with elders to
evaluate VA’s appearance and behavior.

2. Related Work

VHs have been successfully used in 3D applications for several purposes. Based on
their appearance, they can be divided into humanoid and non-humanoid, being either
realistic or cartoon-like. We focus on their usefulness for conveying information to the users
effectively and with a certain innate familiarity; therefore, we considered the human-like
VHs due to their closer relations and familiarity with users as well as their realistic features.

2.1. Virtual Characters in the Literature

The literature offers examples where VHs have assisted with education, individu-
ally aiding users with computer access in various cases, such as teaching army officers
interpersonal and leadership skills [1], having VHs educate users in virtual environments,
museums, or other 3D worlds [9–14], or even offer anti-bullying support through story-
telling applications [15]. Another interesting use case for VHs is that of multi-modal
communication to better imitate human–human interaction as well as employing realistic
motions and nonverbal communication correctly to enhance immersion and credibility [12].
Furthermore, VHs have been employed for demonstration purposes in training applications
and process presentations [16,17].

Mobile healthcare is also another field that has been exploring the potential benefits
of using intelligent VAs to provide e-health services to individuals. Motivated by the
need to find practical solutions for the complex and diverse problems created by the ag-
ing population, researchers are looking into creating health interventions that promote
self-management of chronic illnesses (i.e., high blood pressure, diabetes, etc.) outside the
traditional doctor–patient communication channels. At the same time, advances in the
computational power of smartphones and their ability to connect to mobile sensors or
monitors, in combination with advances in natural speech recognition and voice commu-
nication technologies, seem to make them an ideal platform for applications designed to
assist individuals in managing chronic conditions. As a result, the feasibility of employing
embodied conversational agents (ECAs) in the context of eHealth and mHealth use case
scenarios has gained considerable research attention in the past few years. mHealth ad-
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dresses mobile health-related scenarios where devices are used to collect, transmit, and
process vital patients’ data, such as heart rate and blood pressure, in real time [18]. Some
recent examples of mobile applications for monitoring health issues that employ VAs are
presented here.

In the work of [19], a virtual animated agent was developed to play the role of
an advisor in educating patients about atrial fibrillation (AF), a chronic cardiovascular
condition that causes irregular heart rhythms. The agent in this example is also deployed
in conjunction with a smartphone-based heart rhythm monitor that lets patients obtain
real-time information regarding AF to determine whether immediate action is needed.
In this example, during the first week of the intervention, the agent’s dialog focuses on
educating the user about the condition and common symptoms and how to effectively
use the heart rhythm monitor. Over long-term use, the agent promotes adherence to daily
heart rhythm monitor readings and asks the patient to report symptoms associated with
AF. Furthermore, the agent tracks intervention outcomes by periodically asking patients
for the QoL assessments.

A long-term user experiment was conducted [20] to study the acceptability of Laura, an
ECA used to deliver type 2 diabetes self-management education through a smartphone ap-
plication. The users were prompted to set up a regular time to complete weekly interactive
sessions with Laura. During these sessions, Laura provided education and motivational
support for blood glucose level monitoring, and other personalized information regarding
the individual’s self-management targets using recommendations provided by their general
practitioner. The overall results of this long-term study suggested that an ECA is acceptable
to people with type 2 diabetes for delivering long-term self-management education and
support. Another important finding from this study is that participants reported a clear
preference for a human-like character; however, the avatar’s presentation of a backstory
did not seem credible to some participants, which, according to the authors, was possible
because of an uncanny valley phenomenon, a phenomenon in which people feel a sense of
unease or even revulsion towards humanoid robots that are highly realistic.

Philip, Dupuy, et al. [21] examined the feasibility of a smartphone-based ECA to help
individuals with sleep concerns during COVID-19 confinement. The employed agent
in this case, named Louise, is an artificial intelligence program that uses decision tree
architecture and interacts through natural body motion and natural voice. The interaction
scenario is predefined, using decision trees to adapt to the user’s answers. The application,
KANOPEE, was made available freely in the Google Play store. The authors claim that
of the 2069 people who downloaded the application over the 11-day study period, 76%
used it to self-evaluate their sleep patterns. Even though this is a preliminary study, it
showed a positive message to reinforce the use of VAs in eHealth technologies. The study
received satisfactory results in terms of the acceptance of the VA, usability, and benevolence,
confirming the empathic dimension of the VA even on smaller smart devices.

In [22], the SimSensei Kiosk application was presented, which is embodied by a
VH interviewer, named Ellie, designed to create interactional situations favorable for the
automatic assessment of distress indicators, defined as verbal and nonverbal behaviors
correlated with depression, anxiety, or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In their study,
they examined the performance of the fully automatic version of the VH interviewer against
the Wizard-of-Oz prototype and face-to-face interviews. The results of their experiment
were also promising, showing that in terms of the subjective user experience, participants
reported willingness to disclose, willingness to recommend, and expressed general satis-
faction with both the WoZ and AI versions of the system. Furthermore, according to the
authors, in terms of rapport, participants reported feelings comparable to a face-to-face
interview, and in the case of interacting with the WoZ, they unexpectedly felt more rapport
than they did in face-to-face interviews. This last finding was given one possible explana-
tion that people are more comfortable revealing sensitive information to computers than
face-to-face interviewers, although this will require further study. At the same time, as
expected, the experiment revealed lower ratings of rapport and system usability in regard
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to the overall SimSensei kiosk, as participants also felt that the AI-controlled Ellie was less
sensitive to their body language and often produced inappropriate nonverbal behaviors.

The above examples of recent studies showed promising results for the use and
feasibility of VAs in eHealth and mHealth applications. However, the subjects of these
studies were not elderly individuals.

As pointed out in [23], older adults are a good example of a potential user group
that can benefit from the emerging technologies powered by the advances in artificial
intelligence technologies. However, at the same time, concerns have been raised regarding
older adults’ attitudes towards novel technological approaches that go beyond the typical
smartphone paradigm, such as VHs, and the potential adoption of such technologies.

A study aiming to explore older adults’ acceptance of VHs identified that although
they were positive about the notion of an intelligent VA, they expressed strong preferences
for voice-only interactions, raising concerns about having to see a face when interacting
with such an assistant [23]. These concerns pertained to potential distractions induced
by a graphical representation of the assistant, as well as identity cues of the VH, such
as nationality.

The preference for talking agents is also confirmed by a recent study [24], exploring
the effect of VH voice and gender on elder users’ attitudes towards the agent. In particular,
the study involved the assessment of male and female agents, both talking and not talking.
Older adults found the talking agent worthier of interacting with, and also highlighted that
female characters were preferred in the case of talking agents. However, it is noteworthy
that gender did not have any effect on user preferences for silenced agents. Another
interesting finding of this study is that users’ level of experience with technology affected
users’ perception of agents’ qualities. In particular, users with a higher level of expertise
with technology exhibited less engagement when interacting with the talking agents. This
finding was negated for silenced agents, highlighting the importance of synchronization
between agents’ mouth movements and voices towards enhancing their pragmatic qualities
and thus achieving higher user acceptance.

A relevant study also explored users’ preferences regarding the agents’ appearance
(clothes, formal dressing, winsomeness, juvenility, and look) and physical features (eyes,
face, voice, hair, and perceived age) [25]. The results highlighted that participants exhibited
statistically important preferences for particular types of physical characteristics (e.g., eyes,
face, voice, age, clothes, formal dressing), but more importantly highlighted that young-
looking agents are perceived by older adults as more ingenious and inexperienced as well
as less professional, and therefore, they may not be suitable for all potential applications
and roles.

Another attribute that has been identified as beneficial for the acceptance of VAs by
older adults is empathy [26]. In particular, this work reports that emotional nonverbal
behaviors were appreciated by older adults, and this positively affected the perceived
trustworthiness of the agent. However, empathic agent behavior did not affect older users’
perceptions regarding the agents’ friendliness, intelligence, and helpfulness.

Finally, an important ethical concern that has been raised regarding the appearance
and behavior of VAs is that of potential deception of the older adult. In particular, human-
like roles and the appearance of the avatar may lead to the suspicion that it is pretending to
be human, and the automated processes are not fully disclosed and understood by the user,
who may feel deceived [27]. However, this does not suggest that virtual characters should
be unrealistic. Achieving realistic VHs to foster user acceptance remains a desirable and
important feature. Nevertheless, to alleviate any ethical concerns and potential feelings of
deception, it has been suggested that human-like agents clarify that they are technological
artifacts (“a machine”), and the option of non-human appearance can also be offered to
users as an alternative.
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2.2. Technical Requirements

VHs can be well suited as intuitive elderly companions due to their inherent ability to
simulate verbal as well as nonverbal communicative behavior. Such man–machine inter-
faces use multimodal dialog systems and common speech dialog systems extended with
additional modalities to assimilate human–human interaction. [28]. However, employing
virtual characters as personal and believable dialog partners in multimodal dialogs entails
several challenges, because this requires not only a reliable and consistent motion and
dialog behavior, but also nonverbal communication and affective components. Besides
modeling the “mind” of the VH, which concerns AI research [29], the visual representation
of a character [30] is relevant to the computer graphics domain. Visual representation,
thus, implicates open issues that are relevant to verbal and non-verbal communication
behavior [31]. In this context, the optimization of the presentation of VH, not just from the
perspective of graphic quality, but also in terms of believable human-like behavior, is under
study. Studies on the communication of non-verbal information from VAs are of extreme
relevance for optimizing non-verbal communication behavior (e.g., [32,33]).

3. MyHealthWatcher System Overview

In this work, we study the usage of VAs in the context of the MyHealthWatcher system,
which comprises a portable sensor-based health monitoring system that additionally offers
optional health professional monitoring capabilities through a dedicated online monitoring
platform. These functionalities are divided into three physically and conceptually separate
subsystems: the user/sensor/mobile device monitoring subsystem, the sound processing
subsystem, and the health professional monitoring subsystem.

The user-side subsystem includes portable sensors, described later, that constantly
record vital signs and the user’s mobile device where the VA agent resides as a visual com-
ponent in the accompanying MyHealthWatcher mobile app’s UI. The mobile application
can record (a) the user’s voice commands towards the VA and (b) environmental sounds.
The sound files are sent to the sound processing subsystem to recognize speech commands
in the first case or analyze the sound wave for pathological findings such as cough in the
second case.

On the health professional side, doctors, caregivers, or relatives, collectively referred
to as “secondary users”, can invite, through the online monitoring platform, mobile users
to establish monitoring relationships between them. On the other side, the elderly can also
invite secondary users, through the mobile app, to monitor specific vital signs and param-
eters that they wish to share. The online monitoring platform handles the visualization
of collected vital sign measurements, creating alerts for extreme measurement values and
messages to primary users. The architecture and communication between the user-side
subsystem and the rest of the components can be seen in Figure 1, and detailed descriptions
of the whole system can be found in [34].

A quick overview of the UI of the mobile app and the secondary user side is presented
in Figure 2.

3.1. Vital Signs and Other Measurements

For this system, we consider the following measurements: heart rate, oxygen sat-
uration (SpO2), blood pressure, blood glucose levels, and an indicator of stress levels.
The selection of the above measurements was derived from our initial user requirement
analysis [34]. The analysis showed that these were the most common measurements taken
at home by elderly persons and the most important measurements for doctors in their
initial assessment of a person’s health. At the same time, these measurements can be easily
collected either automatically by wearable devices or manually by traditional medical
home devices. In the latter case, the user would have to manually input the result of the
measurement into the system.
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3.2. Electronics in the System

The process of selecting the appropriate vital sign measurement equipment for the
system took into account several different factors. Due to the target user group being
elderly people, we focused on selecting sensors that (a) did not hamper mobility, (b) were
affordable and widely available, and (c) provided the most measurements without resorting
to multiple devices in total. Considering the technical requirements, we opted to rely on
the Bluetooth protocol, which is almost universally adopted by the available sensors.
Furthermore, the capability to easily extract the measurements directly from the sensors
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through a provided application programming interface positively affected our final decision
in selecting the system electronics.

For heart rate and oxygen saturation, we turned to a smart band/smartwatch approach
that would be able to measure both. Smart bands/smartwatches are comfortable and
nonintrusive everyday devices that do not require any instructions to use other than
the initial connection setup and settings. We developed the mobile application with
Garmin devices in mind, and in particular, the smart band Vivosmart 4 [35] and the
smartwatches Vivoactive 4 [36] and fēnix 5X [37]. The mobile application, through a
software development kit, automatically and periodically extracts the heart rate and oxygen
saturation measurements from the connected device and makes them available to the user.

Blood pressure and blood glucose levels require dedicated devices which were neither
trivial to integrate in the application for automatic extraction nor as easy to acquire as
the wrist sensors. The user can still input the values themselves through an intuitive
user interface.

As regards to the stress level indicator, we briefly considered galvanic skin response
(GSR) sensors, but most of them were either intrusive (i.e., using electrodes) or too expensive
for widespread use. We ended up investigating the use of a wearable electrodermal
activity (EDA) ring called Moodmetric Ring [38], which has been used successfully in both
clinical trials [39] and more practical environments [40]. The ring provides an easy-to-read
measurement of stress that can be used to identify sources of stress and work towards
relief [41]. All considered devices pair with the user’s mobile device via Bluetooth and
periodically transmit their measurements.

4. Virtual Assistant Design

The MyHealthWatcher VA is a service running on a mobile device that includes a
humanoid avatar along with several functionalities that assist the user in their everyday
health monitoring needs. The agent’s primary objective is to provide a communication
bridge between the user and the vital signs recorded by the wearable sensors of the system,
by announcing on demand the recorded measurements requested by the user. The user can
utter a plethora of speech commands that correspond to simple requests such as “tell me
my heart rate”, “stress”, “show my messages”, and others. The system is flexible enough to
understand both single words and short sentences that include the keyword of the request.
We created two different versions of the VA which we evaluate in this paper. Each version
uses a different 3D model creator, a different animation scheme, and a slightly different
approach to lip-synchronization.

The rationale for the selection of the concept of a humanoid VA was based on the
requirements analysis phase of the project conducted with end-users and analyzed in our
former publication [34]. Furthermore, this is supported by other research efforts, such as
a study on user preferences employing focus groups and interviews that confirmed the
social effects of virtual humanoid agents and highlighted the need for participatory design
approaches to enhance the acceptability of the target user group [42]. Additionally, in [43],
the importance of voice for enhancing the acceptance of VA is discussed. Several other
studies report on the attributes of VA in order to be acceptable by older adults [44].

4.1. Agent’s Architecture and Incorporated Technologies

The main technology behind the deployment, maintenance, and functionalities of the
VA agent is Unity 3D [45]. Unity 3D (or just Unity) is a cross-platform game engine that
includes, among others, an integrated development environment (editor), a rich toolset,
and an asset marketplace. Its main scripting language is C#, and it can be used to activate
animations, play sound files, and perform other scripting tasks. An important feature of
the engine is that there is plugin support, which can significantly extend the capabilities of
the editor and provide a plethora of new tools for building 3D applications.

Figure 3 shows how the different components of the VA fit together to create the
final integrated result to be shown in the mobile application. A lip-synchronization (lip-
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sync) component that can interoperate with the mobile application allows for realistic
communication between the user and the agent. A virtual character creator constructs the
static 3D model which will be shown to the user through Unity 3D. Finally, the agent’s
human-like animation set is drawn from a motion provider, which is radically different
from the two implemented versions of the virtual assistant. All of these components and
their products are integrated into the Unity 3D environment, which constructs the 3D scene
where the agent operates and awaits commands.
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We chose the Android mobile ecosystem to develop the mobile application. Unity 3D
fully supports the compilation and export of the 3D scene to android libraries and provides
an API for managing the Unity 3D part of the application using the UnityPlayer class.

The UnityPlayer class behaves similarly to Android “Activity” classes, managing the
3D scene lifecycle to respond according to the Android application lifecycle, including
handling starting/stopping (coming into view or being hidden), configuration changes,
and key/touch events. The 3D scene can be placed inside an Android layout container
view and can be organized flexibly along the other UI elements of the application without
many constraints.

The most important part of the UnityPlayer functionalities is the UnitySendMessage
method, which, as the name implies, is used to communicate with the imported 3D scene.
This method’s purpose is to launch a script on a 3D object on the Unity side by specifying
the object’s name, the name of the C# method, and a string parameter. The C# method
is defined in a script on the 3D object (e.g., the 3D model of the agent) and can modify
its characteristics, launch a new animation, play an audio file, and more. Regarding the
opposite part of the communication, the Unity scene has access to Android components
such as the current running activity and the UnityPlayer object; thus, any Unity C# script
can access parts of the application and provide information such as when the animation
has finished running.

The VA needs to interact with the user using realistic-sounding speech. To enhance
the experience, the humanoid avatar also needs to perform realistic body and face gestures.
To avoid using generic body and face movements, we opted to use lip-synchronization
technologies. Furthermore, a text-to-speech (TTS) system is required to handle any type of
speech required by the project. Due to the volume of different combinations of text output
(e.g., different numerical values of various measurement types), we elected to utilize the
native TTS system of Android instead of a prerecorded phase synthesis method.

To implement the aforementioned approach, we construct the text to be spoken using
the appropriate information for the occasion, including numerical values if necessary, and
pass it through the TTS system to produce a wave file stored in the mobile device. The file
can then be played by the lip-synchronization library that is attached to the Unity 3D scene.
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Since the implementation details differ between the two developed versions of the virtual
assistant, they are described in their respective sections.

4.2. First Implementation of VA

In this section and the next, we describe the approach we took to implement each
version of the virtual assistant, the virtual character creator used, the motion provider
selected, and the lip-synchronization details.

4.2.1. Virtual Character Creator

For the first implementation of the virtual assistant, we used Adobe Fuse CC, a simple
3D character creator developed by Mixamo [46] and provided by its parent company Adobe
Inc. This software lets users select and adjust character components such as parts of the
human body through an intuitive interface. After selecting body part types, the user can
select a hairstyle and clothes to dress the character. Finally, after the basic structure of the
model is defined, the software offers several sliders corresponding to body features that can
be adjusted to change the model’s appearance. These can be seen in Figure 4. Unfortunately,
Adobe has discontinued the use of this tool and it is currently not available for further use.
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4.2.2. Motion Provider

While Fuse was available, it supported seamless interoperability with an auto-rigger
and animation tool by Mixamo [46]. After creating the model in Fuse, it was uploaded to
the Mixamo service website for auto-rigging, which is a procedure that applies machine
learning to correctly insert a rig (skeleton) into a 3D model. The service has an animation
library that houses a plethora of canned animations for use in games and other applications
and which are compatible with the rigged models from Fuse or other humanoid models.
Using several animations from Mixamo, a Unity 3D C# script was developed that would
receive messages from the android application to start the desired animation.

4.2.3. Lip-Synchronization

For the lip-synchronization component, we utilized version 1.5.5 of the Salsa Lip-Sync
Suite [47]. This version requires the model to contain the appropriate blend shapes, which
are a standard approach for making expressive facial animations [48]. After attaching the
appropriate Salsa components in the Unity 3D model, the developer needs to manually map
the blend shapes [48] corresponding to mouth positions and hook the RandomEyes module
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that gives models the simple ability to blink and look around randomly or programmatically
to appear more human-like.

The lip-synchronization animation takes effect when we play back a sound file by
performing waveform analysis and animating four mouth positions to approximate realistic
human monologue. This is a quick and efficient method that does not require phoneme-
mapping or keyframing, which are time-consuming.

To synchronize the TTS system that runs on the Android part of the application with
the lip-synchronization library that is attached to the Unity 3D part of the application, we
had to use the UnitySendMessage interoperability method mentioned previously. The
procedure is as follows. First, the application constructs the string of characters and
numbers to be spoken by the virtual assistant, e.g., “Your latest heart rate is 88 bpm” or
“You have no new messages”. The TTS system takes the string and synthesizes it to a
temporary file in the mobile device. The application then reads the file and encodes it into a
byte array that can be sent through the interoperability layer using the UnitySendMessage
method. Afterward, the C# script attached to the VA’s 3D model takes the byte stream and
calls the appropriate method to play back the sound file, which will automatically trigger
the lip-synchronization, and the agent will finally start speaking.

4.2.4. Final Result

As our goal in the first iteration of the VA was to provide a quick functional prototype
using primarily free tools, the combination of Fuse and several ready animations from
Mixamo was ideal. The final result can be seen in Figure 5. The rigged skinned model
comprises 21,307 vertices, 35,328 triangles, and 150 blendshapes. The size of the textures
used for skinning was 13.1 MB. The animations integrated to support natural prompting
by the VA were six for body language while speaking, two for greetings, and three for
instructions. All animations were stock animations since no MoCap was facilitated in
this version.
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4.3. Second Implementation of the VA

For the second iteration of the VA, we decided to use more advanced tools and methods.
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4.3.1. Virtual Character Creator

To enhance the quality of the 3D model of our virtual character, we used Reallusion’s
Character Creator 3 (CC3) [49], which can create high-quality VHs easily and intuitively,
and it cooperates with the Unity 3D game engine and the lip-synchronization library.
Using CC3, game developers can combine avatar body, face, hair, and clothes by selecting
them from a wide variety offered within the software, or they can be downloaded from
Reallusion’s market. In Figure 6, a screenshot from the CC3 is shown, where we have
zoomed in on the controls for character configuration. Game developers can choose a
category from the library, and the respective items available will appear. Then, developers
can choose an item to be applied to their character—that can be the face, body, hair, clothes,
makeup, pose, and others. Once the developer is satisfied with the created avatar, they can
export it in various formats, including the Unity supported .obj and .fbx. An extra option
for selecting the target platform is provided in the export window, along with some other
export options. In our case, we selected Unity 3D as the target platform and the .fbx format.
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The CC3 has an auto setup plugin for Unity which can be downloaded for free from
the Reallusion site. It essentially creates a subfolder inside the Unity editor’s assets folder,
which contains the proper settings for Unity to render the exported avatars correctly.
The exported CC3 avatar should thus be put into this folder to trigger the automatic
conversion script, enabling the CC3 model to be appropriately converted to a Unity 3D
compatible asset.

4.3.2. Motion Provider

For this iteration of the VA, we decided to forego using scanned animations which
are better suited for entertainment purposes and considered a more realistic approach
utilizing motion capture equipment. These animations will allow the avatar to make
realistic movements when it interacts with the users or when it is standing idle. To achieve
such realistic results, we recorded some animations using a motion capture suit. After
carefully studying the motion capture systems available on the market, we decided to
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use the Rokoko studio solutions [50] for their high performance-to-price ratio, their ease
of use, and the variety of environments where the recordings can take place. The suit
comprises a full-body suite incorporating 19 inertial sensors that can track and record body
movement, a pair of gloves for the fingers, and the Rokoko studio, which is the software
used to translate the sensor data into an on-screen avatar that copies the moves of the
actor in real time. Both the suit and the gloves require an initial setup by plugging them
into a computer. All sensors are referred to as inertial measurement units (IMUs) because
they contain a combination of gyroscope, magnetometer, and accelerometer. The data they
collect from these units are wirelessly transmitted to the computer (they have a range of
up to 100 m), where the Rokoko studio translates them into movements of an on-screen
avatar, so the actors can watch it reflecting their moves. The sensor positions within the
suite textile for the upper body part, along with a screenshot of the Rokoko studio and
an example illustrating how an actor’s movements are translated into VH movements are
shown in Figure 7.
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The Rokoko suit also features a recording mode where actors can record their moves.
These recordings can then be processed by automatic filters embedded in the Rokoko
studio, trimmed, and exported into various mainstream formats (FBX, BVH, CSV, C3D). As
we needed to import the recording animations into the Unity game engine, we selected to
export the recorded animations using the Unity-preferred .fbx format. Inside Unity, it is
important to define that the specific fbx has a humanoid rig for Unity to create a humanoid
model avatar and translate its bones and its attached animation correctly.

4.3.3. Lip-Synchronization

The lip-synchronization for the second implementation of the VA is still the Salsa
Lip-Sync suite but updated to version 2.5.2, which is a major upgrade compared to the
previous 1.x version due to its increased degree of perceived accuracy and more advanced
animation technologies for speech.

Another advantage of this version is that it is fully compatible with both the Unity
3D game engine and the CC3 avatars. The latter essentially means that Salsa can fully
exploit the blend shapes of the CC3-created avatars and achieve the best results possible.
Additionally, the Salsa suite provides a OneClick module for Unity that automatically
configures the viseme and emote expressions for virtual characters that are created by the
CC3 software. This way, Unity programmers only have to import the Salsa asset from
the unity asset store and install the OneClick component for the CC3. Having these steps
completed, the programmers only need to select the character in the scene and apply the
corresponding OneClick module to them. This action will add all the components needed
to the selected avatar, enabling it to speak every audio file provided.

To simplify the workflow for speaking with lip-synchronization for this version, we
improved the way the Android application communicates with the Unity 3D component.
Instead of encoding lengthy sound files into byte arrays and recreating them on the Unity
side to be played back, we merely send the path to the temporarily created sound file
residing inside the mobile device folder structure, and the Unity C# script reads and plays
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back the sound file directly from there. As in the previous version, the lip-synchronization
library takes care of the agent’s lip and head movements while speaking.

4.3.4. Final Result

The final implemented VA can be seen in Figure 8. The second version of the VA com-
prises 35,404 vertices, 56,685 triangles, and 443 blendshapes. The size of the textures used
for skinning was 85 MB textures. The number of animations integrated to support natural
prompting by the VA was twelve for body language while speaking, two for greetings, and
six for instructions. All animations were recorded using MoCap equipment. Furthermore,
animations on instructions were linked with parts of the UI of the MyHealthWatcher system
for the VA to point to areas of interest, i.e., navigational buttons, to enhance understanding.
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4.4. Versions Comparison

To summarize, the two implemented variations’ differences in fidelity and implemen-
tation approach are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Differences between the two VA implementations.

First Implementation Second Implementation

Vertices 21,307 35,404

Triangles 35,328 56,685

Blendshapes 150 443

Texture size 13.1 MB 85 MB

Animation count 11 20

Animation approach Canned Motion captured

Lip-Sync library (SALSA) v1.5.5 v2.5.4

Character creator software Adobe Fuse CC Reallusion Character Creator 3
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5. Focus Groups and Results

The validation of the two variations of avatars was conducted over two focus groups
organized in the context of the project. Before these focus groups, co-design sessions
were organized to identify the main requirements and characteristics for the avatar. These
requirements were used to drive both development variations.

Twelve persons participated in the focus groups, six in each group. The study adopted
a between-subjects design, involving different participants in each group and asking each
group to assess one version of the avatar only. A sample of convenience approach was used
to recruit participants for the focus groups. The inclusion criteria was to be in the age range
of 65 to 80, willing to participate, and having experienced no major health problems. All
participants were given user consent forms to sign prior to the focus groups. No personal
or health-related data of the participants were recorded or stored. The specific focus
groups were targeted to the appearance and functionality of the avatar, so the entire set of
functionality for the MyHealthWatcher system was produced by employing a demo dataset
of vital signs. The focus groups were moderated by an HCI expert with experience in
evaluations involving elderly people. Two more persons were present during the sessions
for notetaking and providing help when necessary. The research activity was conducted in
accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation and received the approval of the
Ethics Committee of the Foundation for Research and Technology—Hellas (Approval date:
1 March 2019/Reference number: 35/1-3-2019).

The structure of each focus group session was as follows. Initially, the moderator
welcomed the participants and thanked them for their time and contribution to the study.
Then, the moderator explained to the participants the goals and purpose of the overall
MyHealthWatcher system and performed a demonstration of the VA service of the mobile
application. To this end, a representative use case scenario was shown in which the opera-
tional VH was providing information regarding monitored data. This demonstration was
performed repeatedly both through a mobile device and using a large screen in order to give
the possibility to participants to concentrate on the VH’s physical and gestural attributes.

After the demonstrations, the moderator started an open discussion which aimed
to gather information on the initial impression of the participants of the VH service and
their personal opinions towards specific attributes of the VH, i.e., look and style, gestures,
expressions, etc. The discussion was contacted in a relaxed and informal manner to ensure
that all participants would feel comfortable sharing their thoughts and feelings. To ensure
that the discussion would not derail off the main topic, the moderator posed specific
questions, such as: “How did you like the look/the voice/the gestures of the VH”, “Did
you find its service useful and why?”, etc., and then encouraged all participants to share
their thoughts one after the other. The data collected were in the form of notes taken by the
two assistants on the expressed comments and thoughts. After the conclusion of the two
focus group sessions, the operators had a one-to-one session to cross-validate their findings
and produce the final reporting of the experiment results, which are summarized below.

The main findings of the first focus group (low-quality VA) provided indications
regarding the significance of various aspects of the VA. Surprisingly enough, the users
did not focus on the visual appearance of the avatar, i.e., the graphics and texture quality.
Instead, they focused on the movement of the avatar, which seemed not natural to them
since generic animations were used for the movement that in some cases seemed detached
from what the avatar was saying. A couple of participants mentioned that the avatar has
“an aggressive stance”, while another said that the body movements were “too cartoonish”
and “not fitting to the character of a health assistant”. Furthermore, the users negatively
judged the lack of voice coloring due to the usage of a synthetic voice and the weird
animation of facial expressions, since without blend shapes on the face of the avatar, only
the mouth is moving when speaking. These details were better observed on the desktop
screen where the VH was shown in a higher resolution. On the mobile phone, these details
were less obvious and were not commented on as much as on the larger display. Some
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representative comments regarding the voice and facial features included the following:
“she sounds robotic”, “her face looks unnatural”, “her mouth is weird”, etc.

The second focus group (high-quality VA) started with a positive overall impression
due to the quality of the visual representation of the avatar. This made it more difficult
to handle the conversation since the users were positively affected by the attractiveness
of the avatar. Representative comments on the overall impression included “looks very
professional”, “she has perfect skin”, and “she emits a sense of security”. To compensate
for this fact, the moderator had to drive the conversation to more specific aspects of the
appearance and behavior of the avatar, and ask targeted questions to the group just like
in the first group. Regarding the lexical part of the interaction, the users seemed to enjoy
that the voice was recorded and the movement of the avatar was natural concerning the
spoken text, although they found some issues in the representation of facial expressions,
such as that the mouth was not opening as wide as expected in relation with the text.
Furthermore, they liked the idle animations that were recorded for the avatar. In general,
the only negative comment was that the avatar appeared on top of the UI of the application
and this seemed unrealistic. They would prefer to have a dedicated window or even hide
the UI.

6. Lessons Learned and Future Work

The implementation and validation of the two VA variations in this research work
allow us to safely draw several conclusions as a summary of the lessons learned during
this research work. First, it is important to share that due to the existence of mature
software components and tools, there is today the possibility to create and render human-
like VHs to mobile devices, including human-like animation and behavior integrating
speech capabilities. Of course, this comes with some limitations in quality and aesthetics,
as underlined by this research work. Nevertheless, existing technology is still capable
of supporting mainstream application needs. Second, we learned that there is a fragile
connection between realism and user satisfaction concerning VAs. There are upper and
lower limits to realism. The lower limit makes the VA creepy and unattractive, while the
upper limit is when the uncanny valley effect comes into play when extreme realism is
pursued. In this work, we explored the lower and upper limits by introducing a mainstream
and a professional approach to character creation. We can safely conclude that behavioral
parts of the improvement contribute more to user satisfaction as they enhance the human-
like behavior of the model, such as idle animations, lip-synchronization, face morphing,
etc. Third, we learned that through mobile devices, there is a possibility of compensating
for the negative effects of reduced avatar quality since avatars appear in a small region of
the screen and thus human perception is dedicated to identifying more generic aspects of
human behavior, such as the quality and likeness of motion, rather than facial expressions.
This makes the need for movement realism more important than other features of the agent.
Fourth, we learned that due to the nature of our target group, long human agent dialogs
may not be the best way to provide health-related information. Thus, we followed a hybrid
approach where the UI of the mobile device presents an overview of the monitored values
while the avatar is used on demand for the presentation of an overview and for the lexical
presentation of notifications. We understood during our study and improvements that this
hybrid approach was maximized the usability of the system.

Overall, we acknowledge that there is more to study than the results presented in
this work since the conducted experiment focused only on the VA, while the overall
system usability and user satisfaction are affected by a combination of the UI of the mobile
application in conjunction with the functionality of the VH. Having selected the agent
variation based on the results of this experiment, we expect to draw further conclusions
through a user-based evaluation of the entire system that is planned as the next step of the
MyHealthWatcher project.
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